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PAINTINGS and

photographs are going

mobile as they are

reproduced on bags made

by Khula, with the striking image

of a face, an atmospheric scene

from Bree Street, or perhaps an

abstract finger painting slung over

your shoulder.

The company was founded by

Moniek van Erven, who was born

in the Netherlands and moved to

Johannesburg three years ago. As

she says, sometimes it takes an

outsider with fresh eyes to see the

value of something local.

She’s now working with five

artists whose works are screen-

printed on to a unisex range of

bags, including laptop bags and

backpacks. Printed inside each

bag is a description of the work

and details of the artist.

Van Erven first met some

artists at a party, but couldn’t

afford their work. “I came up with

this idea to answer the question of

how you make art accessible to

everyone and not just a small elite.

The mission of the artwork

should be heard and bags are the

logical conclusion because they’re

canvas and artwork is also on

canvas, so you can replicate the

original painting on a bag.”

Each artist gets a cut of the

profits when a bag featuring their

image is sold. “The rent was

paid,” says Kwanele Mboso with a

grin. He describes himself as a

street photographer, and trained

with the Market Photo Workshop.

“Moniek was looking around

for photographers and one of the

heads of my photography school

introduced me. I showed her my

work and she liked it.” His

striking photos capture artistic

moments against a harsh city

backdrop, with a couple walking

in Bree Street, or a woman in

stilettos crossing Gandhi Square.

Mboso says it’s hard for

photographers to make a living, so

he appreciates this scheme that

showcases his work to people who

would otherwise not see it. 

“As photographers we struggle

to get our work seen, so it’s very

nice to have this strategy that isn’t

my own, but it works very well

with what I do. I put them on

Facebook and Instagram and that

also draws attention to my other

work, which isn’t on the bags.”

Finger painter Anastasia

Pather likes to use enamel paints

and gold leaf to create layers and

wrinkles of texture on her

original canvases. She loves the

Khula initiative because the bags

let people walk around with a

piece of art that you can always

see, instead of having her

paintings static on a wall.

“Overseas there’s a culture that

incorporates art into everyday life,

there’s a museum and gallery

culture. South Africans are only

starting to appreciate this type of

lifestyle. Taking art out of the

gallery and on to the streets is

doing well overseas and it’s just a

matter of time before it will

translate to here,” she says. 

“Artists can take themselves a

little too seriously, and we can

reach more people if it’s packaged

differently.” 

Van Erven is still working to

grow the sales channel. The first

range she produced last year

featured six different artworks,

and her European connections let

her place 300 bags in 33 stores in

the Netherlands. Another 200 went

to shops in South Africa.

She’s now created a second

collection featuring five artists

and has launched an online store,

found a sales agent in Europe, an

agent in Johannesburg and is

supplying a shop in New York. 

The bags cost R999 or R1 099

depending on the style, and are

produced in Cape Town. It would

be cheaper to have them made in

China and imported, she says, but

the whole idea is to support local

manufacturing as well as local

artists. “The dream is ultimately

to have our own factory,” she says.

Even so, the biggest market

might be overseas, because South

Africans only tend to appreciate

something local after it’s been

endorsed by the rest of the world. 

She also hopes the bags will

help change the way foreigners

view the city. “In Europe the

image of Johannesburg is terrible

and it only gets into the news with

crazy violence or silly presidential

mistakes, and this is a way to

change that perception.”

She has the business acumen to

make the idea fly, and won two UN

millennium awards for her work

in India, where she founded

Satara. That’s a fashion label that

empowers widows and 30

seamstresses now run their own

business through her efforts.

It’s still early days for Khula,

but Van Erven believes the

potential is enormous. “I’d like to

work with 30 to 50 artists because

there is so much talent out there.”

The bags are made from cotton

twill and high-quality canvas, and

printed with solvent-free water-

based ink. The leather straps are

made from waste material from

the meat industry and an

environment friendly coating

keeps the prints crisp and clean.

Pather says the artists involved

are patient enough to know the

idea needs time to grow. “It’s not

get-rich-quick for us, but we are

all comfortable with it because we

believe in this idea.”

● For details, call 081 532 8424

or see khulabags.com

Taking art on to the streets

Clockwise from above: One of the selection of bags on
offer, Anastasia Pather, Moniek van Erven and
Kwanele Mboso pose with their bags, Van Erven poses
with a few of her bags in front of the paintings that
inspired them.

Thanks to Khula you can bag your own
masterpiece, writes Lesley Stones


